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1?1Ilnient for San Jose State
in its Centennial year reached
8767 late Friday afterntxm with
late registrants and limited students expected to push the total
over 10.000 as classes open today
for the 100th year. Fall semester
enrollment totaled 9600 hod year
Thursday’s registration of 5751
students was the largest single
day of registration in San Jose
State history. In the fall of 1949
3634 registered on the first day
for the previous high record. That
year the school swelled from returning war veterans who took
part in college and junior college
courses which were taught on the
same campus. Last fall 4792 students enrolled on the initial day
of registration.
This fall’s ciovIlment figures
show the tremendous growth of
the college since George W. Minns
opened his Evening Normal School
for San Francisco city school officials in 1857 to five women and
one man. Minns’ school is regarded
as the beginning of San Jose State
College.
Enrollment in the 3870’s reached
500 but dropped to 441 after the
First World War causing college
authorities to view the future of
the college with apprehension. By
1920 howeer enrollment climbed
1500 and continued to upswing
with almost every year produc-

SJS Shows Progress
Since Minns’ School
By. BOB
G,orge W. Minns probably
didn’t think his San Francisco
Evening Normal School for city
school officials would be the forerunner of qne of the nation’s 30
largest coreles which now celebrates its 100th year of existence
but Minns’ school on Powell Street
became just that. The beginning
of California State Normal School,
San Jose State Normal School.
San Jose State Teacher’s College
and finally, San Jose State College
was founded in 1857.
Actually, Minns’ twhool might
never have been the forerunner
had not the State Legislature
adopted his school SAC a State
Normal School in 1862. State
slept. Andrew .1. Moulder recommended the establishment of a
State Normal School in 1859-60
and on May 2, 1862 the
erutalsigeL
passed an act creating a
Board of Trustees of a State

’ENTZER
Normal School and authorized
a Normal School somewhere
"for the free Instruction In the
theory and practice of teaching
of such citizens of this state
as may desire to engage as
ttachers in the public schools
thereof,"
STATE BUYS MINNS’
By legislative enactment Minns’
Normal School was adopted as
the site of the school and thus
San Jose State’s use of the date of
the beginning of Minns school in
1837 was confirmed.
"Five young ladies and one gentleman" compeised the State Normal School opening class on July
21, 1862. The school had many
homes in San Francisco up to
March 11, 1870 when the State
Legislature voted to move it from
San Francisco to San Jose. Oakland, Berkeley, Stockton, San
Francisco, Sacramento, Napa and
(Continued on Page 3)

President Wahlquist Welcomes Student
. BodyDescribes Advantages Offered To Spartans
Extending a personal welcome tunity to welcome all of you to
to a stielent Isidy of more than San Jose State College.
10,000 ordinarily would require an
If you’re looking for a watchassembly at the football stadium. word this year, you might consider’ that word "opportunity."
You ’realize, I know, how fortunate
you are to be enrolling in an institution of higher learning. For
each one of you young people attending college, two other Americans of your own age- and ability.
perhapsare missing the opportunity.
Have you *considered the many
advantages you are soon to enjoy?
Here are several that occur to me
You will be living and working
among thousands of interesting
human beings - people from all
parts of the country and from
many nations of the world. They
-ire all essentially like you, in
feelings, dignity, and desire
for self-realization; but they also
will differ from you in many ways
in family background, religious
beliefs, living habits, and point of
DR. JOHN T. WAHLOUIST
%iew. Consequently, you have the
... Greets Students rare opportunity to acquire a
treat deal of first-hand informaland misinformation too, if
Many’ of you I hope to slee this tion
conmorning at the President’s C’on- you’re not careful) (torn daily
your classmates. Don’t
vocation in the Inner Quad at tacts with
overlook them as an important
11 o’clock. But because everyone
knowledge.
rends the SPARTAN DAILY. I source of
The
yoU aie prtvt
additional
opportoo,
am taking MU

as studenteto become acquainted
with real, live college professors.
many of whom will prove to be
the most accomplished. broadminded, and civilized human beings you have ever met or are
likely to meet. Study them, as
well as the subjects they have
mastered, for it is possible that
you may wish to develop in yourselves the best qualities you observe in them.
In one other way you are privileged to associate with greatness. The recorded thoughts of the
most gifted men and women of
all times are contained in a college library. Our own library of
over 164,000 volumes offers to all
who can and will read, more inspiration and enlightenment than
they could assimilate in twenty
lifetimes. Be sure to discover the
satisfactions of wide and varied
reading while you are privileged
to live near a college library.
I suspect that during the coming
year you young men and women
are going to find more opportunities for new and valuable experience and are going to enjoy more
personal freedom in making your
own choices than you have ever
before known. Try not to waste,
or spoil. a single opportunity.
John T. Wahlquist

80 YEARS AGO
This ornate wooden structure (upper photo)
was the Normal School in INN
predecessor of present-day San
Jose ,State College. The building, which eted $285.000, burned on
Feb, 10, 11460. Some of the. furniture. and need of the library were
saved, but the building was 31 tot III 1014%. Student. and faculty took
up temporary residence In the high school until a new building was
completed In May, MI. Attendance, during the I/470’s reacher! 500
and courses of study were extended from ts I I i three years,
The !CM er photo .1
the Normal School in 1581 wh’cle
succeeded the structure that Yeeas destroyed by fire in 1104411. The.
brick building wa of strong construction to preient damage by
earthquakes hut ens iievereiy damaged in the ISM earthquake.
It had to he torn down and classes met In the, Training school
built in I/492 until the Legislature appropriated $214.1100 for temporary building.. These temporary strut ture. burned in !fill. hut
but fortunately the present administration building was constructed
the year before.

ioltoeing the President’s convocation in +he Inner Quad
Dr. John T. Wahlguist, SJS president, will address students and
faculty following an invocation of the President’s Council, associate
deans and the execute committee of the Student Council.

Following Dr. Wahlguist’s address, presentation of the Centennial
Flag will be made by Joe H. West, dean of instructional services and summer minions. Acceptence of the flag will be made by

Dr. Wahiquist and ASIS
’dent Ray Freeman.
A color guard will raise the
flag and the activities will end
with singing of the school hymn.
"hail Spartans Hair"
At 11:30 11.M the regular class
schedule will be resumed.
Persons to be introduced to the
Student body are Freeman, Don
Ryan. ASB vice-president; John
Healy, recording secretary; Pat
Parish, corresponding secretary;
Dick Arington, treasurer; and Kay
von Tillow, AWS president.
Members of the President’s
Council axe Dr. C. Grant Burton.
executive dean; Ed Thompson
busines manager; Dean West; Dr.
1Fred Hareleroad, dean of instruc, tion; and Dr. Stanley C. Benz,.
’ dean of students.
Associate Deans Of Students
RAY FREEMAN
Accept Flag Helen Dimmick and Robert S.
Martin also will be introduced.

Prop. 3 Held as Answer
To SJS Growing Pains
Hs JOHN ICKPLINGICH
San Jose State College is grow. ’ fornia and die consequent deluge
M students
itui in more ways than one.
FOI’ uur&uny years the institution’s
(Committhe Pirtared an Page St
only function was the training of
teachers. There is scarcely a comIn 1954 sari jiise State Ye, as
munity in the state that has not forced to turn away hundreds of
employed in its school system, at applicants for admission. Facilities
one time or another, a graduate must be expanded rapidly or the
of this college. It has become hundreds will become thousands
known nationally as n foremost In the years to come, the committee warns.
teacher-training institution.
With sufficient clasaroom and
In response to the demands of
laboratory Spare a rai kW‘ of
the community, however, and in
20.0101 students
sight withaccordance with state laws, the
in a decade, and 30,000 within
college offering has been expanded
the foreseeable future, commit
until today the Institution conducts
ree experts estimate.
a wide variety of courses and
It is to help San Jose State
many occupational curricula in
cope with this enormous demand
more than 30 departments.
on its services as well as to relieve
This la the Centennial Year. comparable overcrowding. present
A feeling that probably will he and future, in other California
rehired by all students, favialty institutions. that Proposition
No. 3
and administrator., If not al-State
Building
Construction
ready, is the awes
fart that Fund will be submitted
to the
we are on the threshold of a- voters at the Nov. 6 general elecnother 100 years of pioneering. tion. The State Legislature
yobd
II is an awesome fact when you
unanimously to place it on the
consider what ha been &croon- ballot.
plIshed mince this college’s incepDr. Dwight Bentel. cAmmittee
lion.
information coordinator. explained
What lies ahead? Great things that issuance of 5200 million
ter be wire.
worth of general obligation bonds
But many obstacles must be is proposed. Of this amount, he
overeonie if pioneering is to con- said, $60 million has been eartinue to be a trademark of this marked for state college construcinstitution during the coming 100 tion. and $8 million has been
years. This warning comes from "talked" as San Jose State’s share.
the Proposed State Building ConThis feeling of awe Is thus
struction Program Committee. and mixed with a feeling of concern.
stems from the fact that San Jose It is altogether fitting that the
State’s building program has not Centennial Seal depicts a pioneer
been able to keep pace with the couple facing a modern construcpost-war population rush to Cali- tion.

Library Wing To Open
Soon With Innovations,
New Libraty addition, which I out hooks. Miss B a ck us said
cost $1.120,000, will not be open , Triplicate tot-ins will he used for
for two weeks or possibly a month, each book.
Miss Joyce Backus librarian. said
A striking feature of the new
today. However, she said that the library are the stairways, which
old library will be open at regu- have large windows looking onto
lar hours. Shelviag and other fin- the campus.
ishing on the new Library must
The humanities Division takes
be completed before books may up the entire second floor of the
he stacked and the building old building, including the old
opened.
Arts. Education and class rooms.
The new library has thres. The division covers the subjects
floors which arc connected to the of alt, music. language and literaold Library in several places.
ture.
Inside the main entrance is the
Beside the labs are four moms
General Reference Room. Inside for the liSf of class committees.1
the door is It check out desk and
A filth room has a typewriter and
the card catalogs As soon as
equipment ia recieOtel a different la ditto machine in it Behind tte
method will be used iten taking I labs are two seminar rooms.

A RE(
WM() of more thaw tone student. Jammed sun Jowe
1% lc ’111/111orliim Friday night for the first Centennial tear Regis.
’ration Dance. Dick Crest and his orchestra provided the music.
Bill ’squires Social Affairs Committee chairman. *aid following the
rimier ire weerptraseft wtttr-thr-pirrttetpattownt-thretnsh-nrs irrnt wire
estire lolly glad to see the number of new students In ettendan,e.
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Policy and Prop. 3
po .

Spartan Daily editors during this corning semester to take
torn stand, pro or con, on all major issues of
the
are limitations. Please remember that this is a state college publication, net completely independent in the sense that a privately owned paper is.
Please keep in mind too, that we have more than 10,000 publishers this semester. That means you. the student body members of San
Jose State. As cur publishers you are the boss. Let us know what you
are thinking about,
suggestions and by all means
please take advantage of the ’ Thrust and Parry (letters to the editor)
columns which appear in your paper.
Let it be known row how the editors feel about Proposition No.
3. It is the $200 million general obligation bond issue to be offered
for voter approval on the Nov. 6 general ballot. It ;s being sought. by
the state to pay a portion of
minimum state building needs for the next fise years.
has been the destination of the
Since World War
greatest 10-year migration in human history. From 1946 to 1956 the
state’s population was increased by
million, another 31 per cent, is expected
within the next decade. State institutions have been swamped. They
stand in the path of a tidal wave.
in the days
You will hear more from us
shead.
Let us hope that 100 years from now when San Jose State celebrates its 200th anniversary, that its bi-Centennial Seal does not depict
potential college couple facing a
their feces.

dayes we

Ise fit.

Naturally, ttkere

feel free ,o make

theS448 million total estimated as

II, California

four million persons and 41 per

cent. Increase by another four

a

door that has been slammed

Win a

FREE TRIP
to the

ROSE BOWL GAME!
in the Wesboro Shoe Wardrobe Contest!

Prize:
2 tickets to the 1957 Rose Bowl

game

2 free United Airlines round trip tickets to

Caidernia

$500 expense money
3-suit Worsted-Tex wardrobe
3-pair Wesboro Shoe wardrobe

Prizes:

Prizes:
3-su worstedTex
wardrobe
3-pa, Wesbcro 5-oe
wardrobe

The 1956 summer session at San

attracted students from 27 other states. three
U.S. territories. and eight foreign
countries, a report issued by Presi.
dent John T. Wahlquist reveals.
Total enrollment for the summer
session. including workshops and
the branch at Hartnell c.,!I,
Salinas, was 5063. of %shore.
were men and 2796 were wens,:
Washington. with 3U student
the states other than California represented on the campus.
Hawaii was represented by 24.
Arizona by 10 and Idaho by 13.:
Foreign countries with one or
more students on the campus wen
Canada, Greece, Iran. Iraq. Japal,
Mexico, Pakistan and Venezuela

or part

Enrollment

the act of March 3. 1879.
Member California Newspaper PubAssociation.
Published daily by the Associated
Students of San Jose Stede Coilege.
except Saturday and Sunday, during
the college year with one issue due
inig each final examination period.
Telephone: Cypress
bit. 210; Advertising Dept.
Ext. 211.
Subscriptions accepted only on a
rerna1nderofsc ool year basis. In
fall semester. 43: in Sprin9 sernes+er.
under

Editor

V. ‘,FIC).r) Sƒ
JOHN

World’s easiest contestnOthing 10 t..,. guess or solve!
Just (M out entry biank and was to
I7ept. C. Peter’s Shoe Company. Sox 111117. Chicago, III.

KEPLINGEP.

Business

JACK

Manager

ERICKSON

News

Editor

BOB PENTZER

VOWS NAME
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YOUR ADDRESS

Editor

Sports Editor

STATE

SAL ORLANDO
YOU. WES110110 SOSO! MASSA

BONUS PRIZE:

A.,. .

$250 extra it you win First Prize and your
Wesboro Dealer’s signature appears here.
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Bend
man, entries
gnu sight
Centngl open. ...gust II, cies. October IS,1111
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half of the entire enrollment. an increase of 4 percent over the
previous year. The proportion of men and women students remains
about the same, 8308 and 8194 women. Veteran enrollment continued
to rise last year, from 2247 veterans
1954-53 to 2832 in 1955-56
Students attending the college for the first time last year represupsented every county in California but four. Santa Clara
plied the greatest number, 1866, followed by Alameda with 433. San
Mateo with 321, Los Angeles with 268. Monterey with 115. Contra
Costa with 110 and Santa Cruz with 107. Iti addition, students canto
from other states and from foreign
New transfer students
came from most of the California colleges and universities and from
61 different California junior colleges:
During the 1955-56 academic year. San Jose State College granted ’
1576 bachelor’s degrees, as compared with 1341 in the preceding year
largest increase was in the number of master’s degrees granted,
201 in 1955-56 as compared with only 78 in the previous year. Academic degrees totalled 1777 for 1955-56, or 358 more than were issued
in the preceding year. The total number of teaching credentials issued
was 767, as compared with 639 for 1954-55.

countries.

\ III +RV
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8th

school

increased.

creases

at SJS

Gibbs learned early on
problem had not lessened

officer, explains that in(hotter. securit:s
the ’,trinity necessitated reser% log parking on
Antonio
and
San
Carlos streets,
for

Bane)

In the sire iit

street.

and Harrison
that the parking

betuetin

San

faculty parl.ing.

By

The

CLARK BIGGS

enrollment

With an
increase field have been made available to
from last year estimated at over faculty.
2,500 on-campus general student
Last year 750 parking spaces
parking facilities are smaller this
available to students. This
year than last.
has been reduced to 694 with the
A women’s play field has been above changes. Conservative estiplaced in use on San Carlos street mates show at least 750 more cars
between Seventh and Ninth owned by students will be in the
streets replacing a faculty lot and college area this year.
part of the student lot that runs
John H. Amos, building and
along Ninth street between San grounds "director. stated he did
Carlos an San Antonio streets.
not believe the parking problem is
Because of the increase in the as acute as in most other colleges
explained Unifaculty of 60 and the need for an universities.
another lot to replace the one versity of Southern California has
needed for the
field the gen- absolutely no on-campus parking
eral lot at the
of Eighth except for faculty.
and San Antonio streets and the
Amos requested all person,s livdiagonal parking on Eighth street ing within a few block radiiis of
between Sm Antonio and thi, play the campus to walk to school.

were

EXCITED SUZIE is an accident looking for some place to
happen. A kiss and a
while hitting 70? Natch! That’s real
crazy, maul Hooray for bop! Instrumentally it’s fine, but the
kind she’s working up to can turn her car and yours into junk
She constantly tiles to create new thrills, isn’t exactly sure
what she’s looking for, but the rest Of her set also are thrill.
seekers and she dares not be different. She is a lover of speed

hug

He

play
corner

because fast driving gives her,"kicks." This makes her feel that
she is using dangerously, and that is what she needs to bolster
the essential uncertainty of her character. She may even be

CLARK BiGGS

CITY

there

gi iettiate

County

More Cars, Less Space
Spartan Dail..
Makes Parking Tougher.
San Joss .4.1.
State seCollege
lishers.

show that

division and

in

and

as second class matter
1934. at San Jcse. Calif.,

wt-re

for

but

Entered
April 24,

figures

number of upper

return to

Great Lakes port cities officially
became ocean ports in February
with the establishment of trade
route 32 between the Great Lakes
western European countries.

the

16,502 different

led

$1.50.
Press of the Globe Printing Co..
1445 South Firs+ St., San Jose, Calif.

$25 U. S.
Savings Bend

San Jose State College gave instruction to 16,502 students during
school year. an increase ot 1.821 over the previous year,
according to the annual report id President John T. Wablquist.
of
Last year 11,339 students Were enrolled for all
regular sessions. an additional 2950 took extension courses and 4990
attended the 1955 Summer Session. After duplicate enrollments
individuals particieliminated, it was determined that
pated in some part of the college instructional program.
the 1955-56

Jame State college

on Proposition No. 3

in

1955-56 Instruction Figures
Shown in President’s Report

Summcr Session
Brings Students
From Near and Far

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
9717 I:
111117
I

by Dick Bib er

’to

0

ifseoLt.

afraid of driving recklessly. But she does it because she is more
afraid of being considered a "square" by her pals. She can be
likable and full of charm, but she also is self-centered, arrogant,
impractical. inconsiderate, and thoughtlessly cruel

and would

rather be dead than dull.
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IF YOU

ARTIST’S MATERIALS
Complete and largest selection in San Jose

WANT TO
"SHOE"..:
GO FLORSHEINI
GO REALLY

its
TOPS

ON

Just two blocks off campus

EVERY CAMPUS
IN THE

WATER COLORS

COLOR & DESIGN
Prang Poster Sets
Catalina Poster Sets
15 x 20 Illustration Board
Art Student Pads 15 x 18
1 8" Rulers
Drawing Boards

Wiesor Newton Water Colors
Grumbacher Water Colors
Strathmore Student Water
Color Paper
Red Sable Water Color Brushes
Plastic Water Color Palettes

OIL PAINTING.

gifP

/Aix eat
WREN I SAID 6E1 YOUR CARDS-1 MEANT st’OUR CMS CARte

Pianos & Band Instruments
ALL Instruments

CERAMICS

Full Line of Accessories

9adywoh

Ceramic Tools

Winsor Newton London Oil Colors
Grumbacher Pre-Tested Oil Colors
Canvas Panels (all sizes)
Sketch Boxes
Easels

HOUSEHOLD ARTS

LAND!

Sponges
Dr. Sanders’ Ceramic Book

LETTERING

Grum’eacher Designer s c:,olurs
Newsprint
Sanfords Rubber Cement
Art Student Pads 15 x 18
Craft Materials

30

Since 1920
E. San

CY 2-0143

Fernando

STATE SHELL SERVICE

PARKING

Ledger Paper
Hunts Lettering Pens

IF LATE FOR CLASS

Speedball LetteringPeii,

VIlE WII.L PARK

YOUR CAR

Higgins India Ink

Style

quality! Man its here and

trAdition turns the trick
really "shoe! in every

bear. Famed
ilureheini.’s

I I 2 South Second (at San Fernando)

Open Thursday nights

’

Across from the Student

FOURTH & SAN

Union

FERNANDO

too, they

makes these
,if the word.

Se/1,4"

FLORSHEIM shoes 18.95 to 29.95
other BLOOM’S shoes 9.95 to 16.95

your charge account

SAN JOSE PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.

the way in

really hold the line when it comes to wearing like

Winthrop
Tune-up
Brake Work
Complete Auto Maintenance

all

Florsheim authentic Canipus shoes. And

Spalding

invited
San Jose s First Excltr,ivƒ Mcm, Shuu

13ILOCA’S
STORE FOR MEN
7 1 South

First

Street

II

Lt

Monday. Sept. 24. 1164

SJS Shows Progress
(Contineed from page 1)
Martinez had bid for
Noma! School site.

the nev.

SAN .logy CHOSEN

PIONEERS FOR ONE HUNDRED YEARS
CENTENNIAL SEAL
Hughes, a commercial

Submitted by I. II II r Ii
urt major. and accepted
I)) the Centennial Committee as the lIfficial seal
for the 100 year celebration, this seal will appear
as a letterhead on college stationary. At present
It decorates the 1956-57 College Bulletin. It depicts a pioneer fining a new construction. The
slogan, Pioneers for 100 Years," uas sulunitted
by the "30" Club, women’s koarnafism socket).

Co-Rec’fo Begin Year’s
Activities on Wednesdaf

HAIRCUTS

Student sponsored Co-Rec activities will begin Wednesday
night in the Women’s Gym. The
first gathering will feature dancing and games.
New students especially a r e
invited to attend the event according to Marilyn Fields and Ed
Mahaney, Co-Rec chairmen.

San Jose’s
Only Flatop Shop

JIMMIE’S
BARBER SHOP

Co-Rec is a student organization which sponsors all college
volleyball and badminton tournaments. dancing instruction, t h e
annual Hayscapades, winter parties, and other social functions
throughout the year.
Now h the time to think of
your MOTHER’S Christmas Presents1

Three Che;rs

Lay Away

124 So. Fourth St.
Free

Customer

Parking

in Rear

She’ll

an Antlque.

Love You

For It.

INDIANA ANTIQUES
398 S.

Fourth

St.

A historical sketch written in
1889 reports that State Supt. 0.p.
Fitzgerald urged the San Jose
site because of the size of San
Jose. not so large as to present
the disturbance and temptations
of a city and yet large enough
to offer suitable boarding accomodations fur students its health-

wee begun three months alter
the destructive fire.
Rtimlatets mad faculty entered
thair.now‘idarter. in lain. the
same; year the Legislature ap-

Bl’ILDING

BuRNSI

priations were gathered and
construction on a new building

Donna Acuff will join the ranks Barham Dale. head song girl.
1. Beal a nd Blanche Fritzen.
of this year’s RJR song girls reOther song girls appointed by Dorothy FArbuim was apporntid
placing Statute Halstead who was *the Rally Committee last year are
,
married yesterday. act:aiding to Gini Bional. Jeri Bullock, Anna an alternate.

propriated $2.I.000 for landscaping the campus.

From 1873 to 1889 Cherie* H.
Allen. a pioneer in vocational OW
cation. was principal of the Nor:nal School.

s

.%ssi;
tufo

141.11tp,

-

1111..ƒ
:!gftfik

nu:slittrw!
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In a dress shirt,
what is authentic
Ivy League? An
unlined collar with
button at the back.
In gingham, it is a
plaid and bold! It
ie the tartan dreas
ahirt pictured. Avail
able in four Scotch
tartans. (2.a4K
Also White oxford. 5.95

college president in 1927 when
the school had a student body
of 1500 and 77 faculty members.

Ten acres of land one mile south
of Washington Square were purchased in 1925 and later 48 acres
were aaded which now, houses
Spartan City, Spartan Stadium,
track. and athletic fields.

FIRST of SANTA CLARA

Open Nights This Week

t.

WHAT CAN YOU LOSE?
GUARANTEE I. USED TEXTS
See Us First For

SAVE 25%

We scour the country for sccond-hand texts before ordering new.
If we don’t have Them, no one has.
ALSO NEW TEXTS AND SUPPLIES FOR ALL COURSES

NO NEED TO ATTEND (LASS FIRST
COME OVER AS SOON AS YOU’VE REGISTERED
Self-Service

Books Required and or Recommended are
Segregated By Course Numbers and/or Instructor’s Names

PURCHASES FULLY PROTECTED BY REFUND PRIVILEGES
UNTIL THE 2nd SATURDAY AFTER REGISTRATION

What Can You Lose?

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY

134 EAST SAN FERNANDO STREET

Pops 3

New Replacement Joins Song Girl Ranks

The earth crippling eartliquake
of April 18, 1906 damaged the
Normal School building to such
an extent that it was torn down
ful climate and its accessibility; with jhe Legislature voting apalso on the principle of an equipropriations of $29.000 to erect
table distribution of state institu- temporary buildings. There temtions."
porary structures were. in turn,
The Nonnal School opened in destroyed by fire on March 24,
Salt Jose on June 14, 1871 with 1911. This left only the present
temporary headquarters set up administration ’b uilding co nIn the high school (flow Horace structed in 1910 for 6325,000.
Mann School) tut Santa Chita
AUDITORIUM DRIMICATED
Street and later on Reed Street.
The present auditorium, built
In July, 1872 some q the rooms
in 1920, was dedictited to the
In a new Normal School building
memory of Dr. M3rris Elmer
were opened to accommodate 181
Dailey who was college president
students and a small faculty. In from 1900 until his death in 1919.
the same year a Training School
Dr. Dailey is credited with helpwas established "to provide the ing to create the nationwide repufuture teachers with the practical
tation of the college as a teacher
experience of teaching youngsters
training institution.
of elementary school age."
All state Normal schools of
The ornate wooden Normal
California were ghee collegiate
School building ’costing $285,000
status in 1924. Thereafter they
was completely finished in 1876. Were known as
tembers colEnrollment during the 1 8 7 O’s
leges until 1955 when the alone
reached 500 and in June of 1876
again was changed, this thne
courses of study were extended
to state colleges.
from two to three years.
Dr. T. W. blacQuarrie became
Fire swept the Normal School
building on Feb. 10, 1880, causing a total loss of the structure.
After taking temporary residence In the high school appro-
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President Announces Administration Changes, New Faculty
Ten admInistrathe changes. 102 Miss Tonihi
ed her
new faculty members and a new retiremcnt in the spring. Dr.
department title were announced ! Gray received his medical deby Dr. John T. VI’ahlquist.
. gree in 1942 at the Northwestpresident, today.
; ern University Medical Hospital.
Dr. William J. Huse,. associate Dr. Omar Need and Dr. Robert
professor of English at San Jose (rain hase been added to the
State College since 1947, has been health staff, according to lir.
appointed administrative assistant Gray. Dr. Need was in general
to the president.
practice in Madera and Dr. CruDr. Milburn D. 1Vright. profei- ets was a general practitioner
sor of business, succeeds Dr. Earl In San Jose and chief of staff at
W. Atkinson as chairman of the San Jose Hospital.
Disision of Business and head of
Robert 1- Baron. who received
the Department of Busines.
his Alt. degree at San Jose State
Dr. Norman 0. Ounderion. pro- College in 1952, replaces Mrs. Jeafessor of engineering. replaces nine Wortmann as ,Assistant AcDr. Ralph P. snotli as chairman
tivities Officer. Baron taught at
of the Ins ’,ion of Engineering San Jose Tech from 1953 to 1956.
and Mathematics and head of His duties will be assisting in all
the Department of Engineering. campus student activities. consulDr. Smith announced utx)n res- tant in homecoming. Spartacamp,
ignation of his post that he would and Rally Committee activities
take a year’s leave of absence to and assisting in men’s housing and
accept an-appointment from Stan- fraternity affairs.
ford University to serve as an adDr. Brant Clark has been named
viser to the University of Philip- chairman of the Division of Psypines in Manila.
chology and Philosophy and head
Dr. John Ewing French, pro- of the Department of Psychology
,
fessor of art, succeeds Dr. Alar- and Statistics.
Dr. Charlotte F.. Wilcox reques Reitzel as head of the Art
Department. Dr. French was grad- places Miss Twombly as head of
uated from San Jose State Col- the Departnient of Health and
lege with an A.B. degree in 1933. , Hygiene.
Ile obtained his M.A. degree in
Department of Sociology and
art in 1935 and his Ph.D. in edu- I Social Service has been changed
cational psychology in 1951 at the to Department of Sociology and
University of California.
Social Work.
Dr. Thomas J. (;ray. 31.D..
New instructors:
Mrs. Margaret D. Warhurst,
succeeds Miss Margaret M.
Twombly as Health Officer. I assistant professor of home eco41111111.11.ƒ

First Congregational
Church of San Jose
Hamilton at Leigh-West Willow Glen-Welcomes You
College Pilgrim’s Cub- Sunday eve at 7:30 p.m.
Morning Worship at I I a.m.
(Free bus leaves from 3rd & Son Antonio each 5, ry
at 10:30 a.m. Return at 12;45 p.m.)
College Club first outing-HayrideOct. 6
Leave Student Union at 7:30 p.m.
All new students-special guests
Leonard H. Hilderbrandt, Pastor

Phone FR 8-0022

11.ƒMƒ

Now! Enjoy Eating Out
For Less This Fall
with our

NEW MEAL TICKET PLAN
FOR

SJS STUDENTS ONLY
You Get 55.50 Worth of Food
for Only S5.00
At-

VIVIAN’S
COFFEE SHOP
:It(iv We Su ggestHam & Eggs
Hot Cakes
French Toast
and Bacon

.75
30
45

Open 6 Days a Week
6:30 to 4:30
Sunday Brunch 9--1

’ nornics. B S . 1936; MS., 1939, University of Missouri.
Robert E. Buxton, assistant professor of industrial arts. B.S.. 1939;
M.S., 1948, Oregon State College.
Joseph M. Campbell, instructor
in industrial arts.
Pernik B. Hawaiian, assistant
professor of industrial arts. B.S.,
1949; MS., 1955, Stout State College.
Alsin R. Lappin. assistant pro:
fessor of industrial arts. A.B.,
1939, Santa Barbara College; M.
Ed.. 1951. Wayne Unhersity.
Leslie F.. Stephenson, assistant professor of industrial arts.
B.S.. 1947; MS., 1949, Oklahoma
A&M.
Louis J. Firschl Jr., instructor in
business. A.B., 1949; M.B.A., 1954,
Stanford University.
Arthur K Glmmy, instructor in
business. U.S., 1954; M. Ed., 1956,
University of California at Los
Angeles.
Edward J. Laurie, assistant professor of business. B.S., 1946;
M.B.A., 1950, University of California at Los Angeles.
Wallace W. Reiff, assistant
professor of business. A.B.. 1953;
M.A.. 1954, Colorado State College of Education.
Reginald W. Shepherd, assistant prof.essor of business. BRA..
1940, Niagara University;
1948, Stanford University.
William R. Siddoway, instructor
In business. B.S.. 1955. University
of Utah; M.B.A., 1956, Indiana
University.
John W. Steals!, part time assistant in business. A.B., 1956, San
Jose State College.
Robert D. Walker, assistant professor of business. A.B.. 1949;
M.A., 1954, Humboldt State College.
Frank E. Williams Jr., assistant
professor of aeronautics. A.B.,
1947, University of Colorado; KA.,
1951. Ed. S.. Stanford University.
Edward S. Carnsick. assistant
professor of engineering. B.S.,
1930, U.S. Naval Academy;
1940, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology’:
John H. Creseling. assistant
professor of engineering. B.S.,
1947, Purdue University; M.S.,
195.1 Unnersity of California.
Jack M. Hubbard. assistant professor of engineering. B.S., 1938;
KS., 1939, Ed. B., 1940, Washington State College.
Merrill S. Hugo, associate professor of engineering. A.B., 1924,
Stanford University.
Lincoln D. Jones, assistant professor of engineering. B.S., 1951;
MS.. 1954, University of Arizona.
John A. MeOlothlan, assistant
professor of engineering. A.B..
1938, Colorado State College of
Education; B.S.. 1955. Unisersity
of Denver; M.S., 1956, University of Colorado.
Walter E. Thomas, associate
professor of engineering. B.S.,
1948, 31.S., 1953, Purdue University.
Dr. John R. Byrne, assistant professor of mathematics. A.B., 1947,
feed College; M.S.. 1951; Ph.D.,
University of Washington.
Mrs. Marion D. Hall, instructor
in mathematics.
Kenneth W. Anvil, instructor in
t. A.B., 1950; M.A., 1953, Uniersity of Washington.
Mrs. Jane H. Canhape, instructor in art. A.B., 1956, San Jose
State College.
1). John E. French. professor of
art and Art Department head.
A.B., 1933, San Jose State College; M.A., 1935: Ph.D., 1951,
University of California.
Fred R. Spratt, instructor in
art. A.B.. 1951, Iowa ’N’esilessn
College; 31.A., 1956, University
of Iowa.
Miss Doris F. Standerfer, associ.ƒte professor of art. All., 1934,
San Jose State College; M.A.,
1955, College of Pacific.
Miss Virginia H. Vint, assistant
profeAsor of art. Bachelor of Dcsign. 1940, M.A., 1947, University
of Michigan.
Robert Y. Hare, assistant pro.

San Jose’s Oldest and Most
Reputable Quality Cleaners
Your

GARMENTS
Hand - finished
MINOR
REPAIRS

"At"

FREE

VIVIAN’S COFFEE SHOP

De Luxe Cleaners

15 S. 4th St.

for delivery service

(Os. block from Campus - sect to Sisi

lArst Market)

Call CY 2-7562
224 E. Smite Clore

fessor of music. B M., 1948, Detroit Institute of Musical Art and
University of’ Detroit; M.A., 1950,
Wayne University.
Dr. Russell M. Harrison. assistant professor of 11111Dile. B.s.,
19-13, Western Michigan Collette:
M.M.Ed.. 1947, Unisersity of
Michigan; Ed. D., 1953, Unisercity of Oregon.
Roger S. Muzzy. assistant professor of music. B.31.. 1950, M.M.
Ed.. 19:3.1, Universitv of Wisconsin.
Dr. Herbert R. Craig, assistant
professor of speech and drama.
B.A., 1948, University of Alabama;
M.A., 1954. Ph.D., 1956, State University of Iosys.
Dr. Dorothy S. Hadley, assistant professor of speech and drama.
B.S., 1928, Ohio State University;
M.A., 1936, Northwestern University; Ph.D., 1956, Northwestern
University.
Dr. Charles G. Forbes, associate
professor of journalism. A.B., 1936;
MS., 1937; Ph.D., 1939, University
of Oklahoma.
Gordon E. Mbiner, assistant
professor of police. A.B.. 1951,
San Francisco State College;
M.A.. 1952, Unisersity of California.
Dr. David P. Edgell, assistant
professor of English. AB., 1939:
M.A., 1939. Werdes an Cols crafty; Ph.D., 1950, Brown University.
Michael S. Gregory, instructor
in English. A.B., 1952, M.A., 1956,
University of California.
Dr. Elsie A. Leach, assistant
professor of English. A.B., 1945;
M.A., Ph.D., 1951. University of
California at Los Angeles.
Dr. Charles IL Ludlum Jr., assistant professor of English. A.B.,
1948, Cornell University; Ph.D.,
1954. Stanford University.
William R. Slothower, assistant professor of English, B.A.,
1943, Cornell College; MA.,
1955. University of Illinois,
M rs. Raymonde M. G
Instructor in modern language.
B.S., 1947, Utah State College.
Richard J. Hahn. instructor in
biological science. B.S., 1945; M.S.,
1951, University of Nebraska.
Donald M. West, assistant professor of chemistry. B.S., 1949.
Frank W. Cole, instructor in
physical science. A.B., 1956, San
Jose State College.
Fred A. Donath, instructor in
physical science. A. B.. 1954,
University of Minnesota; M.S.,
1954. Stanford University.
Dr. Ronald R. Easter, assistant professor of physical melenve.
A.B.. 1936, M.S., 1940. Drake
UnisersIty; Ph.D., 1956, Iowa
State College.
Dale N. Kohy, assistant instructor in physical science, A.B., 1956,
San Jose State College.
John T. Kuo, instructor in physical science. 11.5., 1952, University
of Redlands; M.S., 1954, California
Institute of Technology.
Charles L. Stephens Jr., assistant professor of physical science.
A.B., 1949, Occidental College;
M.A.. 1950, Stanford University.
John L. Rhoades, assistant
professor of science education.
A.B., 1947, North Dakota State
Teachers College: M.A., 1949,
State University of Iowa.
Dr. Charlotte E. Wilcox, health

and hygiene professor and head of
Department of Health and Hygiene. BEd., 1940, M.S., FA., 1945,
Illinois State Normal University;
M.P.H., 1946, University of North
Carolina; Ed. D., 1955, University
of Illinois.
Mrs. Laura M. Douglass, assistant professor of nursing, A.B.,
1956. San Jose State College.
Mrs. Hazel M. Taylor. assistant
professor of nursing. B.A., 1940,
Roosevelt University; M S., 1947,
University of Chicago.
Mrs. Helen P. Stevens, assistant professor of nursing. Transferred from Health and Hygiene
Department to Nursing Department.
Mrs. Elsa H. 11111, assistant
professor of occupational therapy. A.B., 1914, Stanford University; M.A., 1944, Columbia
University.
Arms B. Kelkorlan, instructor in
physical education. A.B., 1953, San
Jose State College.
Thomas P. O’Neill, assistant
professor of physical education.
A.B., 1948, University of Michigan;
MA., 1950, Stanford University.
Michael Ryan. assistant instructor in physical education.
Edward F. Soliczak, assistant
professor of physical education.
B.S., 1949, Michigan State College.
Miss Shirley J. Gorrell, instructor in women’s physical education. B.S., 19:31, University of
Southern California; M.S., 1956,
Washington State College.
Dr. Jay R. McCullough. assistant professor of philosophy. B.S.,
1928; M.A.. 1930. University of
Arizona; Ph.D., 1954, College of
the Pacific.
Dr. Marilyn Me ye r, assistant
professor. A.B., 1946, Smith College; M.A.. 1947, Columbia University; Ph.D., 1951, Byrn Mawr College.
Dr. Harry Render, assistant professor of psychology. A.B., 1950,
Hunter College; M.A., Ph.D., 1954,
Yale University.
Mrs. Yvonne Brackbill, instructor in psychology. A.B., 1950, University of California; M.A., 1953,
University of Colorado.
Dr. John J. Meryrnan, assistant professor of psychology.
A.B., 1950, University of Denver;
M.A., 1952, State University of
Iowa; Ph.D., 1953, State University of Iowa.
Dr. Das id K. Newman, assistant professor of psychology.
A.B., 1952, University of Southern California; M.A., 1954; Ph.
D.. 1956. Ohio State University.
Miss Eileen Mavis Plenderleith,
instructor in psychology. A.B.,
1947; M.A., 1948, University of
British Columbia.
Mrs. Helen E. Siegel, instructor
in psychology. A.B., 1954; M.A.,
1956, San Jose State College.
Mrs. Ruth
Whatley, assistant instructor in psychology.
AM., 1956, San Jose State
College.
Dr. William D. Winter, assist..
professor. of psychology. B.S.
1948, City College of New York;
M.A., 1959; Ph.D., 1953, University of Michigan.
Dr. 311elutel P. Velintyre, assistant professor in History, Economics, and Geography Department.
A.B., 1953; M.A., 1947, University

IS IT IN PAPERBACK?

STUDENTS
Many required and recommended
books on all subjects are now
available in inexpensive, easy to carry
PAPERBACK EDITIONS.
We have the finest and largest selection of
PAPERBACK BOOKS
found anywhere
bar none!

THE
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"Browser’s
Delight"
THE RED STORE

105 E. Santa Clara St.

of Washington; Ph.D., 1951, Ohio
State University.
Dr. E. P. Pasagopoulos, assistant professor in History, Economics, and Geography Department.
Law degree, 1935. Diploma (M.A.),
University of Athens, Greece; Ph.
D.. 1952, University of Chicago.
Dr. Raymond W. Stanley. assistant professor of History, Economics, and Geography Department.
A.B., 1941; M.A., 1947, University
of Chicago; Ph.D., 1954, University
of California.
Dr. Donald E. Walters, instructor in History. Economics. and Geography Department. A.B., 1937;
M.A., 1939; Ph.D., 1952, University
of California.
Dr. John T. Ballard, instructor in Public Administration and
Political Science Department.
1949; M.A., 1954. University of Colorado; Ph.D., 1958,
Iowa State University.
Dr. Frederic A. Weed, assistant
professor in Public Administration
and Political Science Department.
A.B., 1940, New York State College for Teachers; M.A., 1941, Columbia University; LLB., 1948;
Ph.D., 1949, Columbia University.
Dr. Joseph A. Hester Jr., assistant professor in Sociology and Social Work Department. A.B., 1949,
Ph.D., 1954, University of California at Los Angeles.
Dr. Paul H. Benet% assistant
professor of elementary education
A.B., 1946, Whitman College; M.
Ed.. 1954; Ed.D., 1956, University
of Oregon.
Frederick M. Brandow, assistant
professor of elementary education.
A.B., 1949. Allegheny College; M.
Ed.. 1953, University of Pittsburg.

Mrs. Gertrude R. Corcoran,
-assistant professor of elementary
education. A.B., 1950; M.A.,
1952, San Jose State College.
Sidney C. Eboch, assistant
professor of elementary ethics,
tion. A.R., 19413, Pennsylvania
State University.
Donald R. Ferris, assistant
professor of elementary education. B.S., 1951; M.S., 1953,
Western Illinois State College.
William R. Fielder, assistant
professor of elementary education.
A.13 , 1952; M.A., 1955, San Jose
State College.
Dr. John W. (lilhaugh, associate
professor of elementary education.
B.S., 1947; MS., 1948, Kansas
State Teachers College; Ed. D.,
1953, University of Kansas.
Miss Loretta Golden, assistant
professor of elementary education.
A.B.. 1951, University of California
at Los Angeles; M.A., 1956, Stanford University.
John M. Hofstrand, assistant
professor of elementary education.
A.B., 1948; M.Ed., 1954, Central
Washington College of Education.
Elton N. Thompson, assistant
professor of elementary education.
P.B., 1941, San Jose State College; M.A., 1949, Stanford University.
Dr. C. Denny Auchard, assistant professor of secondary education. A.B., 1948, York College;
M.A., 19:32, Ed.1)., Colorado
State College of Education.
Dr. Harold II. Haller, assistant professor of secondary education. B.S., 1939, State College,
Wisconsin; l’h.M., 1944; Ph.D.,
1955, Unlsersity of Wisconsin.

STUDENTS!
You NEED a typewriter, so
check PROCTOR’S big offer!

Amazing New
Lightweight
Royalite
$6995*

Read why YOU should buy NOW!
You’ll earn better grades in college if you type your notes
and assignments. Research has proven this! And in just
about every career, ability to type is a big plus factor when
you apply for a job. Top people in all fields own and constantly use their portable typewriters.
Anyone can type. Acquire this asset now! Watch your
grades improve. Later, when you are interviewed for a
job, your hands will not look near so green to cynical employers.
See Proctor’s now for best deal! Low terms, no carrying
charge, steel stand included free!

UNITED OFFER! THIS STEEL TYPEWRITER STAND, WORTH $IO,
YOURS AT NO EXTRA COST WITH PURCHASE OF ANY PORTABLE
ROI’AL PORTABLES
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DISCUSSING ELECTIONMeeting In the office of President John

T. WahlquIst are the members of the Proposed Fise-year State
Building Constructkm Committee. They met. to discuss San Jose
States interest In Proposition No. 3, the $200 million general obligation I I issue to be offered for voter approval on the Nov. 6
general ballot. From left to right (sitting), are Dean Stanley C.
Benz, Lowell C. Pratt, Robert Oily, President Wahlquist, Dr.
William Drawl, Dr. Carl II. Filch, Dean C. Orsini Burton, Miss Peggy
Major, Mrs. Ihturrity Clark, Dr. Dwight Bentel, information coordinator for Proposition No. 3, Jack Holland, Mrs. Stanley Benz and
Mrs. Olive Engviicht. Standing are Dean Joe H. West and E. S.
Thompson.
Photo by Forbes

SJS Grants Most
School Credentials
In California

Rol*
(44)
Rider

CORDS

Pokotf

In the classroom,
on a date...
Rough Rider cords realty rote.
Handiest item in your wardrobe.
Get a pair today.
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CALIFORNIA
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San Jose State College granted
more public school service credentials between April 1 and June
30, 1956, than any other college
or university in California, a report from the State Department
of Education reveals. The total
number of such credentials issued
by San Jose State was 470, or 121
more than the University of
Southern California, which ranked second.
About 15 percent of the 3031
credentials issued by, 31 California colleges and universities in
the three-month period were
earned at an Jose State College,
President John T. Wahlquist
points out. Ten, other educational
institutions issued more than 100
credentials in this period. In descending order, they are the University of Southern California.
Los Angeles State College, San
Francisco State College, Long
Beach State College, Fresno State
College, University of California
at Los Angeles, San Diego State
College, Sacramento State College, Chico State College and the
University of California at Santa
Barbara.
San Jose State College ranked
first in general elementary credentials with 223, first in junior
high school credentials with 6,
first in special secondary credentials with 95, second in kindergarten-primary credentials with
63 and third in general secondary
credentials with 51.
For the fiscal year ending June
30, 1956. San Jose State College
ranked fourth in the nuMber of
public school service credentials
issued. Leading the list. was Los
Angeles State College with 809,
followed by San Francisco State
College with 800 and the University of Southern California with
795. San Jose State is credited
with 781, or about 11 percent of
the 7040 credentials issued by 36
colleges and universities in the

Throughout the coming year and the Public," sponsored by the
San Jose State College will be , Police School.
having many activities in obser- I March 14 - Symposium: ’The
vance of its Centennial Year.
Press and the Public," sponsored
During the past year contests by the Journalism Department.
have been held to obtain a special
March 28 - Lecture: "What’s
cover for the SJS bulletin, a de- Ahead for Business?" sponsored
sign for the Centennial Seal. and by the Business Department.
a slogan in honor of the college’s
April 6 . Northern California
100 years. The winners were Dave Dance Symposium, sponsored by
Pauley, Laura Hughes. and 10’ the Women’s P.E. Department.
Club, women’s journalism organiApril 4 - Lecture or debate.
zation, respectively.
sponsored by the Philosophy DeThe bulletin cover depicts the partment.
campus in a sketch featuring the
April 25 - Symposium on some
Tower, a new building and a palm topic of current interest, spontree. The back of the bulletin de- sored by the Social Science Depicts a horse and wagon, the slo- partment.
gan, "Pioneers for 100 Years,"
May 9 . Symposium: "One
and the centennial seal, which Hundred Years of Education,"
shows a pioneer couple facing a sponsored by the Education Demodern building.
partment.
As part of the Centennial celeWith the exception of the Oct.
bration this year the various de- 3 and
April 6 events, all the above
partments and divisions of the col- programs will be in the evening.
lege are sponsoring certain academic activities. These are in the The "Special Centennial Obsernature of symposia, panel discus- vance" will be held from Thurssions or lectures. Tentative dates day, May 2, to Saturday, May 11.
are as follows: Oct. 3 - a symposium on "Is American Litera- Rushing, Registration
ture Mature?" by the Language Today, Tomorrow
and Literature Division.
Today and tomorrow are the
Nov. 8 - Lecture on "The Next
last
days for girls to register for
10 Years in Science" by Milton
rushing. The booth, located
Silverman, sponsored by the Nat- fall
In the library arch, is open from
ural Science Department.
a.m. to 12 noon and 1 p.m.
Nov. 15 - Symposium on "The 10:30
to 2:30 p.m. Each interested girl
Fine Arts , in Today’s World," must present her grade transponsored by the Fine Arp Div- script before registering, Nancy
ision.
Burke, Panhellenic rush chairNov. 29 - the Oxford Debate, man, announced today.
sponsored by the Speech and To be elibigle to rush, a girl
Drama Department.
must have completed either 12
The Studeht Y and Christian or more
semester units at San
Fellowship groups will give a sym- Jose State, or 24 or more semester
Religion-in-Life
posium during
units at an approved college. She
Week during the first week in must have attained a 2.0 average
December.
last semester, have an over-all
Jan. 10-Lecture: "Living Near average of 2.0 and must not be
the Iron. Curtain-The Austrian on probation.
Miracle," by Paul Dengler, sponRushing will begin officially
sored by the Lecture Committee. Sept. 30 with the first open
Feb. 21 - Symposium: "Crime houses.
Where shoes are a business, not a sideline

degrees
Fraternity rushing gets underat commencement exercises Friway tonigtit at 7 p.m. with open
day. July 27, in Morris Dailey

houses by four fraternities off
11th street followed by open Auditorium. Joe H. West. dean of
summer sessions, said today.
houses by three fraternities on
11th street. The same procedure
will be followed tomorrow night
by the remaining seven fraternities.
Rushing will continue until Oct.
5 when bids will be picked up by
rushees.
Fraternities having open house
from 7-9 p.m. are Kappa Alpha,
Kappa Tau, Lambda Chi Alpha

404 seniors
an additional 130 graduates . who did not participate in
the program, were awarded credentials.
The degrees included 133 M.A ’s,
218 Ali 4, 43 B.E.’s and 10 B.S.’s.

Students...

and Pi Kappa Alpha. From 9-11
p.m. Delta Upsilon, Delta Sigma
Phi and Alpha Tau Omega will
be open to prospective rushees.

Tomorrow night from 7-9 p.m.
Sigma Nu, Sigma Pi and Theta
Xi will have open house followed
by Phi Sigma Kappa, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon. Sigma Chi and Theta
Chi on 11th street from 9-11
o’clock.
Between Wednesday, Sept. 26,
and Thursday, Oct. 4, each fraternity will be able to hold four
rushing functions.

Need A Typewriter?
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I. Miller
beautiful shoes

Deliso Debs

We’re in love with our Wonderful Shoes
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full of fashion
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tiny prices
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state.
San Jose State ranked first in

Sperldings
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saddles
1195

fall head over heelsin love with our new fall collection ...
the famous makes you love ... the exciting styles you look for
... smart new pumps
glamorous Spring-o-lators
. exciting flats . . and we at Bloom’s
are looking forward to
greeting you soo,!

the number of special secondary
credentials with 162. first in the
number of librarianship credentials with 12, second in the number
of kindergarten-primary credentials with 94, second in the number
Ws with 42.

I ’,I1 I

Princess Debi
Bloom’s own
budget priced
fashion shoes

II

If you like book, browsing, and
bargain prices try the State Book
Shop between 3rd & 4th on E.
Santo Clara. We’re open from
9 to 9 Monday throu9h Friday.
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Spartan Gridders Open Season With Victory
By SAL ORLANDO

VVith one

passes from Reinhart

victory tucked neatly

to end Pete

and a 16-yard

Galloni

run

by

shots,

SJS drove 66 yards mostly

through the

air.

At one point during the
under their belts, San Jose State’s Tuck Halsey after taking a screen
Spartans started preparations to pass front Reinhart set the stage Reinhart threw six straight pasto Galloni ses, completing four for 41 yards.
take on the first of two consec- for another Reinhart
utive
Pacific Coast
Conference strike for the Ti). The attempted With second down on the Bulldog
foes, Washington State College, extra point failed and left the 19, Reinhart Pitched out to Riley
(after coasting to an easy 26-7 win
over Drake University Saturday

Spartans ahead 6-0 with 7:46 re-

Bob

coach

Bronzan,

starting his seventh and last season

as director of Washington
Squat,’ grid fortunes, uncorked a
sharp aerial game paced by quar-

hit on 13

pass

of 17

attempts for 175 yards while conducting

three

of

four

touchdown

SJS

touchdowns

for via

the

Spartans’

drives.

All

four

were accounted

the air lanes.

offense

Bronzan’s
Newell,
a

With Harvel

Pollard

running and

failed

to

the end zone.

Mary

doing

tackle

the

McKean

recting the production, six

The closest Drake

player was 20

Spartans

di- with a

plays

front

yards

he caught

converted

went

Ack-

the bail.
and

Into the

the

locker

20-0 Intermission lead.

A Newell punt which went out

through left of

for the score.

McKean kicked

bounds

on

the

SJS

one-yard

line set up the lone Drake score.

the

PAT with

Unable to gain deep in their own

12:25 gone in the quarter and up- territory. the Spartans kicked out
ped the margin to 13-0.
and Drake took over on the San
The second time the

Spartans

for their third

With Reinhart

tally.

again calling

the

Went off tackle and Drake was on
the scomboard. Bill Leeman kicked the extra point and left

itors behind,

A 19-yard pass

from Newell to

Buford Waterhouse and a 15-yard
penalty against

the Spartans

for

the vis.

’20-7.

The Spartans got their final TD
by cashing in on an 8’2-yard drive.
With a first down on his own 18,
Reinhart threw to Art Powell on
the 45 who weaved his way to the
Bulldog 33. The Raiders, however,
were assessed 15 yards for clipping after

the play was whistled

dead.
Reinhart

was still

In the pas-

sing mood and completed two tos-

to
hitting Powell

ses to Hal Boutte and another
Art Pohiell before

In the

Jose 38,

got the ball in the second period,
they drove

The Bulldogs’ highly touted passing

who passed to Walt Ackemann in

to the Drake 31. the Raiders were eman ’when
on their way to another six points.
Reinhart

later Pollard bolted

terback Bob Reinhart.
Reinhart

first period.

After Jim Riley returned a punt

night at Spartan Stadium.

Spartan

the

maining in

holding gave the Bulldogs a first down on the Raider
four. On the second play, Newell
defensive

end zone for the final

score

of the night.
The PAT

attempt

failed

and

left the score at 26-7.

bother

lads. Quarterback Tom

listed on the program as

fullback

and

passing

like

a

basketball player, completed short
"push shot" type passes over the
middle

but failed

to

unleash

a

long gain.
ON THE ATTACK-Art Powell, with balt inade a
l’49-yard gain after taking a pass from quarterback
fine deblit in a San Jose State uniform as he helped I Bob Reinhart. The play set up the Spartans’ final
the spartans defeat Drake, 26-7. Saturday night at
touchdown. -Photo by 1Bob Starr.
Spartan Stadium. Here Powell breaks away for a I

Newell hit on 14 of 24 tries for
138 yardsibut the Spartans’ seven-man

defensive

line

with an

Umbrella four secondary conceded

Pistol Teom Second

the

short gains and

tackled

the

receiver as soon as he caught the
ball.

Wilets Sets National6 Mark
Don

the

1dVilets.

Police

State,

won

first

of

San

place

Jose

in

on the

the

Spartan team.

The varsity pistol team will be-

National Intercollegiate Individual gin practice Sept. 25 at the pistol
Outdoor Match by posting a new range, located in the basement of
national record of 296 out of 300.

the Reserve Armory at

while

St. The range hours will be 1:30 to

the San

Jose

State

pistol

team came in second in the nation
record-shattering

with

mark

of

each Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday afternoon.
With

The

scores

were

recorded

in

155 Rosa

4:30 p.m.

1454.

both

graduated,

Suarez

the

and

team

is

Wilets
looking

June at the San Jose Pistol Club

forward to seing some new faces

Range in Sunnyvale.

at

Albert Suarez
June

grachiate

of the Spartans,
of

the

Business

Department. tied fur second place
along
with

with three other shooters
a

score

of 295,

tying the

the range. Any undergraduate

In joining the
varsity sqquad Is asked to see
Captain William Herring at the
Army ROTC office or at the pistol
student interested

Danny Hill, athletic news direc-

is expected

tor,
from
end

San

range.

of the

the winning team, scoring a new

record, while the third place team
in the matches, the U.S. Military
Academy,

tied

Exchange Open

1461, points.

The Spartans also broke the old

1441

Students
used
the

the old record of

of pneumonia

The US. Nava) Academy
M

was

fifth

with

national

was
1429

record of

296 was accomplished with a 2:

In

at

25 yards.

an Jose State’s team firing

Suarez was high man
Frank

Savage

local

being

taken

freshman

care

Alpha

beginning
Phi Omega

in

the

today

at

book

ex-

Student

with 298

was second witt

292, Wilets third with 291, Gerale
Evenden fourth with 287, and Ed

had

by

Jerry

basketball

handled

the

chores
the

Union.

television committee.

the

completed

Frosh Gridders
Hold Meeting
Freshman

football

candidates,

both those who signed up
registration an

during

dthose who

still

201 of the Men’s Gym this after- DRAKE TOCCHDOWN-Tom Newell, Drake Unito fresh coach versity quarterback, capped a 38-yard drive for the
Bulldogs’ only touchdown by diving over tackle for
the score. The tally came late in the third quaker
Thirty-four prospective gridders
signed up during the two-day reg
period and Coley expects several
more names to be
roster

today

34

are several
a

tomorrow.

reached

finals.
the

land

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. each

last

Charlie Kaaihue, San Jose State

from
school day

All-Coast guard candidate, was a
bulwark of the Fort Ord line
1954

in

Junior

nounced
Coley
der,

I

his

and

his

a

and

Al

assistants,

John

frorn Oakland

sta-r-s-In

also come

Room

the

at

3:30 p.m.

and

All Juniors invited.

at

230-

-LISBON"

are

Ray Mil land - Claude Raines
1

DAKOTA INCIDENT

an

all-Santa

p.m. in the Student Union.
Tau Delta

Clara

Valley

Phl meets Wednes-

"Lovers & Lollipops"
’Vim. Little Lady"
Mai Zoterii.,

Student Rates

prize

catches as

of

Trinity

Episcopal

Church, as guest speaker.
Tri

Sigma

will hold

hour tomorrow
8

o’clock

a

coffee

night from 7

Club, 9th and San Antonio Streets.

mont of Oakland.

Membership in’the social service

coaches

In

Northern

considered

Jones

the

fraternity is open to all students.
AWS

Big-Little

Sister

Party

outstanding player on the champ-

Wednesday from 4 to 5 p.m. in the

ionship team from Lincoln. Yams-

Inner

saki,

sisters

who

is

also a

shot-putter,

Quad.
and

All

big

and

signed a big sister or who did not
hear from their’s are invited along
with those interested in being

20-30

Club

All-star

sisters
Other players

who

signed up

but who

Mathis, John

skey,

Joe Sturri,

Dale

Roger Weiland, Jake

Thomas,
A Very.

Charles Zanella, Carlos Ramirez,
Larry Sutton, John

tvGl. ANS

Bonnell,
ber’,

desert boot Is easily the world’s

leader -- not only
formance,

too.

in styrng,

but in day.to-day per-

Bob

Clyde

Deburt, Joe

Cooper,

Tony Bar-

Berry, James Daneri,

Ltruno

Cain, C’ h a r les Ennis.

James

Dempsey, Sam Ashley, Ed

casual footwear that can take it! Available

in

light,

tough sand suede, with plantation crepe soles. Sires
to 13, widths B to E. 412.45

son

FREE
GAS
I for 5 - 2 for 10 - 3 for 15

Heralds invites
MEN
STQW..
40 SOUTH 1PSY ,;THr

your charge account

Click
On the Campus
IVY LEAGUE SHIRTS $395

Drive In and buy 5. 10 or 15 gallons of gas at rgular prics and
get 1. 2 or 3 gallons bsolutely
FREE for ch
5 purchtod.

Cigarettes-17c
2000 OFF ON ALL OILS
200/0 S I 06.310N
4th & William Sts.

A Rugged, Royal Portable That’s
Only 3 in. High, Weighs Only 8 lbs.!
Full-size
New,

standard

portfolio

pocket

& full

keyboard.

style

case with Inside

nylon lining.

Short Sleeves

IVY LEAGUE SLACKKS
$495

A 1 & Levi s

USED Typewriter SPECIALS
Guaranteed! Reconditioned for Back-To-School l

Farrell, Ron Ford and Cecil John-

Its sturdily made for men who want

4PI, Ta,es
$ 3

did not sign up

rigan, Dave Grabast, Roy Ilarrah,
Bill Howard, Dave

Pay Only ....

previously.

Include Bill Gonzales, Gene Lar-

Kilfoil, John Medina, Bill McClu-

With
Trade In

new students not as-

the

recent

Reg. 69.95*

little

was one of the standout linemen in
In San Francisco.

SARTOGA

to

Men’s Faculty

in the

is Nick Nickolas, tackle from Fre-

California

TOWNE

rector

and Larry Fisher, an

considered

College

original

NEW

day at 7:30 p.m. in the Tower.

all-SCVAL halfback of San Jose,

Clarli’s

/2

the

Jones,

Clar High,

01

on the amazing, all

Work on

Chapel service for all students
an all-Peninsula and faculty members tomorrow at
Athletic League quarterback from 1:30 p.m. in Memorial Chapel with
Lincoln of San Jose, Herb Yama- the Rev., William B. Murdock,
Mike

CALIFORNIA

FOR SALE
23 Trailer. Sleep 4 good condition
Elec. Refrig. But ane stove.
Terms.

24

Contest

highly

Athletic League tackle from Santa

Eo-ed Manor formally Belle Manor. Accornodations available for
beard only. Apply in person 260
So. 11th St.
One girl to share five room house.
$17.50 plus utilities. 280 S. 9th
CY 5-7203.
WiFaished rooms $10-$15 per
month. Kitchen. Male students.
No Drinking or Smoking. CY
3-3308.
WANTED
Expert typist wants all kinds of
typing. Call CT 2-0772. 487 N.
2nd St.

at

the

recommended.

saki,

C-Gaiv<bY

You Save

Wednesday

o’clock

Student Court Justices and offi-

Santa Clara Valley area and one

John Livingstore, Jerry Russell.
CerroId Milsted, Al Brown, Roy

-11,70* RE N1

7:30

Gorgeous Gam
former coming election will be discussed.

Matthews,

former

A trio of

Wilkinson fifth with 286.

"A Star Is Born"
Judy Garland
STUDENT RATES

students

at

old

Student Y.

cago Cardinals.

it4

new

former Spartan grid-

professional player with the Chi-

otart
to Ge comjcpta6le!

and

house for

year while

Perkins,

and 1955

Student Y open

Other players are Spartan Harvel Pollard (20 and
Drake end Dick Treimer (111). Photo by Bob Star.

Amazing Back-To-School Trade-In Offer!

4:30 p.m. at the Student Y.

Kniepo PM barbecue dinner and
attending Oak- meeting at 6 o’clock at the M-G
College,
has an- house.
intentions to serve
Junior Claaa meeting today in

for handling costs.
The exchange will be open

and was too little and too late an San Jose opened
Its season with a 26-7 victory over the vlsitore.

At KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES

today at

business meeting

night

who ran for

Ray Norton,

SSC

preps

State

tackle, was captain of Bakersfield

Meetings

In-

of the original

all-league

96 eprInter who

the Olympic
Jose

added to the

and

cluded in the list
and

Dick 01 ive, San

set up

Tv.:o

noon accordint
hospital. Max Coley.

During his absence, Hill’s duties
are

to

tally.

’Wish to sign up, will meet in Rm.

National Collegiate Athletic Assn.

intil Oct. 5.

caliber pistol

the

current

continues.

taken to the

first .period

Santa Clara County Youth Center

(indoor).
Wilets’ new

by

it his

Hill was stricken early last week
and

a

Rooks will be bought at two-thirds J.C.’s 1954 bowl team.
the original cost minus ten cents

points.

&

week

recovered

released

while Hill was working with

may sell or purchase

books

change

fourth with 143.5 points and Texar
A

be

coach, and Wade Wilson, who pre-

The University of Wisconsin %vac
of

to

Hospital

progress in a battle against a case

viously

record

Jose

Laramie

first SJS

Hill in Hospital;
Vroom, Wilson Sub

Vroom,

old national record.

national

the

were also

June graduate of use and Hugh Rodman

School

Austin

fumble on the Drake 32 early. in

PENDLETON SHIRTS

REMINGTON

9.93

UNDERWOOD

21 ’15

Always Virgin Wool

L. C. SMITH

12.93

WOODSTOCK

2!

REMINGTON Noiseless

14.50

UNDERWOOD

23

UNDERWOOD

16.73

ROYAL

25.00

I.. C. SMITH

19.50

L. C. SMITH

27.50

REMINGTON

19.50

ROYAL

28.30

UNDERWOOD

19.95

UNDERWOOD

29

REMINGTON

20.50

REMINGTON

1195 +0 1395
STADIUM COATS
leo% Wool

16"
ART MARTIE
88 S. Second Street

AMP

96 E

110

/.101ƒƒHil

BusinEss
mACHMES

sari FERnanoo N.2-7503
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Sounding Off

On

:ickvisTD
tive.
i 18,
1 on
the
ayr.
clip;tied
1:49.
) tOser to
well
score

IMO

SPARTAN FOOTBALL TEAM OF 189a--standing, left to right: (’arr. 31is,, Palmer, Estes, Byrd
and Martin.
Kneeling, center: Reynolds, Hestin

and l’Irici. Front row, left to right: %Vhlte, McHannay, Iticliabaufgh, Nelson and Frasier.

Spartan Athletic History
Reflects Past Triumphs
!Sy DANNY HILL
Athletic News Director
The San Jose State physical
education program has been a
vital factor in the expansion of
the college. Under Tiny Hartranft.
the P.E. program has developed
into one of the finest in the world.
It has seen a peak of 400 majors
and the graduates are quickly
placed
in secondary schools
throughout the state.

ors.
nd
Arr.

On the intercollegiate level last
year. 33 Spartan teams competed
in 324 events in ofie of the most
active programs in the nation.
Early Spartan teams, under vol...
unteer coaches. were made memorable by two performers, William
Martin, "Willie" Heston and Fred
Estes. Heston was captain of the
1900 grid team which received
voluntary coaching assistance
from Fielding Yost, then Stanford
football coach.

The following year, Yost took
Heston to Michigan where they
both achieved grid immortality.
Este s, Heston’s teammate, on
April 8. 1899, established a world
record in the 12-pound hammer
throw.
Initially Spartan football teams
competed primarily against high
schools and %junior colleges. The
first signs of athletic maturity
appeared in the. late ’20s and the
Spartans began to make rapid
strides in the major climb to
national recognition in 1932 to
catapult. the Spartans into the
national limelight with high scoring teams the next eight years.
The 1937-38.39 Spartan teams
led the nation in scoring and the
1939 Golden Raider machine
established a national defensive
mark which stood for’ 11 years.
Glenn S. (Pop) Warner, one of

football’s all-time machine ercats,

DRESS FOR COLLEGE

CLOTHING SHOP
moshers for men
121

SO. 4th STREET

Featuring
THE SLIM. NATURAL LOOK
OF AUTHENTIC EASTERN
IVY LEAGUE STYLINGS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
BROWSE AROUND IN OUR CASUAL
ATMOSPHERE. SEE WIDE ASSORTMENT
OF MEN’S WEAR.

Suits & Sport Coll.,
Button-down Shirts
Slim-Line Slacks
Eastern Rep Ties
(1
0

moier’s for men
121 SO. 4th STREET
ACROSS FROM STUDENT UNION

Shreveport may la. forced to give up its franchise if
dayers, which all of the other seven league member teams
.re not allowed to play in just one town.
It is doubtful that the league directors will take a step
eard and bar all Negroes from the loop. But, then again ..

back.

One of the Louisiana legislators, commenting on the passage of
he bill and its effect on the scheduling of teams outside of the South
.vas quoted as saying that as soon as the foldtqg green that grows
n ticket offices was flashed on the screen, the colleges and universities would leave their colored players at some and trek to LouisiAna, post haste.
Such has not quite been the case.
In fact, the backers of the Mid-Winter Sports Assn. went before
the legislature and asked that the ban be lifted in the City of New
Orleans,- site of the Sugar Bowl and allied activities. It seems the
loss of that long, green, stuff hit the backers with full force. They.
at least, realized that schools in other sectors of the country would
not accept Sugar Bowl invites even kf they did not have Negroes
on the team.
The legislature, however, stayed with its original stand. T he
bill-passers thought, and rightly so, that a Negro is a Negro even
San Jose State has accounted in New Orleansmoney not withstanding. Fine gentlemen, those
for 1.9 individual national titles and legislators. Sharp thinkers.
two team championships. The
SPLINTERS
Bidding is rumored already to have started by
1948 golf team won the NCAA
crown and the 1948 water-polb almost every college and university in the nation for the services
team captured the national indoor of Mickey Flynn, halfback from Anaheim High, Flynn is rated as
the greatest prep football player ever diqeloped in Southern Calijunior AAU championship.
In addition, three Spartans have fornia, and that includes (ilenn Da is.
Johnny Oldhiun, former Spartan mound ace, Is V. Ith the ( iminbeen Olympic Games competitors
and one a member of the U.S. nati Redlegs of the National League after being released from the
Navy last month. Oldham won nine and lost sic: with Seattle of the
Walker Cup golf team.
Spartan basketball teams con- Pacific CoaSt League last year.
A Los Angeles columnist suggested’ that the stanford band not
sistently have been good. The
Golden Raider cagers twice were play the Indian fight song when the Cards run onto the field before
invited to the NAIA tourney and each game. He thought "When the Saints Come Marching In" would
in 1951 became the first West be in better taste.
for the NCAA playoffs. The Spartans never have finished worse
than fourth in the California Basketball Association and in 1955
finished second behind national
champion University of San Franchiefs.
The San Jose track team, always one of the nation’s strong
dual meet teams, has contributed
eight national champions and in
1952 finished secondto
e
versify of Southern California in
the NCAA meet.
Three Pacific Coast intercollegi_
ate team titles, eight individual
national crowns and one Olympic
championship have been earned
by Spartan boxers. Chuck Adkins,
who previously had taken ThR
NCAA and AAU titles, was the
139-pound division titlist at Helsinki. where he defeated Rtissia’s
Viktor Mednov in a dramatic
finale.
Golden Raider baseball teams
always are representative and have
produced several fine professional
plaaots. The 1956 team, with a
19-10 record, probably was the
best team in Spartan history and
the peevious year the San Jose
team earned a spot in the NCAA
regional playoffs.
San Jose State is the stronghold
of judo in this country. In 1952.
Lyle Hunt was the Champion of
Champions in the first national
AAU tourney and later was undefeated while representing the
United States on a European tour.
Fine golf teams are a tradition
at San Jose State. In addition to
the 1948 team title, the Spartans
have had one NCAA champion.
Bobby Harris: two NCAA medalists, Harris and Morgan Fottrell:
one U.S. Walker Cup team member, Ken Venturi: and two California state. amateur champions.
Venturi and Eli Bariteau,
Other Spartan teams have had
corresponding success to help give
San Jose State one of the strongest all-around programs in the
nation.

The Women’s A.thletic And.
ha opened its ’mendbership drive
for the semrater according to
Cynthia Stewart.t, WAA publicity
chairman. The orgenization is
open to all women on carepus and
provides an excellent oppertunity
foe new students to meet friends,
Miss Stewart said.

With the opening of the new
semester, four coaches have assumed positions on the college
faculty. Ed Sobczak will take
over the varsity baseball coaching job; Arra (Butch) Krikorian,
tennis; Thomas O’Neill, swimming: and Mike Ryan, crosscountry.

ministrative
post
High School.

at

Sobczak, who guided Willow
Glen High School to a tie f o r
first place in the Southern Peninsula Athtetic LeagUe last year,
Bud Winter, SJS track coach.
takes over for Walt Williams who
retired at the end of the 1956 has called a meeting of all men
interested in track for Room S210,
campaign.
A former All-American football Thursday at 7:30 p.m. Ice cream
and cake will be served after the
and baseball player at Michigan
showing of a film of Roger BanniState College, Sobczak played sex’.
ster cracking the "four-minute
eral years of professional 1) a se mile."
ball before taking over the Willow Glen job in 1953.

Set Track Meeting.

A former San Jose State tennis grea t, Krikorian served as
Superintendent of Recreation for
the City of Mountain View before
accepting the SJS job. He replaces Hugh Mumby who will devote all of his time to wrestling.
A 1948 graduate of the University of Michigan, O’Neill served
as swimming and water polo
coach at Menlo-Atherton High
School for the past several years.
He succeeds Dr. George E. Rudloff. who has taken over an ad-

for all girls and to promote friendship

and

fun," Miss

Stewart

pointed out.

You Are Invited to

Shop Lindsays First
mom

for your school

prompt

service

needs
no delays

prices rigist

Two Lets Get Acquainted Deals
EATON S

Evershosrp Pen

Stationery

SlYS
00

Small 11411

On any purchase
Were Oct. 1st
Name or Initials
’reprinted Free

EssyWritang
Wm* Imprinded
FREE

Its NEW ...Snap Ring Binder
for 3-set. 11 i I
illosits Rings
itheirts
te insert r rirmy
Three colors
rissea
led

map pes
Block

Other School Items
Fountain Pens

Engineering Needs
oresi Beards

Sheath:. Snorkel
Parker ’SI sad ’21
Isterlsreek

1-Squares. Triangles
Draft’s, Ufa

Art Supplies

Leather Goods
Ring tinders
Crrying C11
wanes’. P
leeks, Dictionaries

Water Colors, Oils
Sketching Pads
Colored Pencils
Slide Rules, Desk Lamps

Come in and Browse

1.11ƒIDSAYS

Hayward

Ryan will handle the crosscountry chores in place of veteran track coach Bud Winter.
Coach of the Santa Clara County
Youth Center track squad, Ryan
was graduated from Colby College in 1928.

"The WAA aims to present a

progiant of sports and recreation

Fall semester handbooks will
be available in the near future to
answer any guestiorut prospective
Sports to he offered this s^tnes. members may have about the orter include field hockey, riding, ganization. Interested girls are
saimming, riflery, fencing. volley- asked to see their physical educaball, bowling, t en Os, modern tion instructors about joining the
donce and badminton.
organisation,

Four New Mentors Assume
Jobs With Semester Opening

BoobStationeryGreeting

77

So. First

Cards

St.

CY 2-4161

THE TAMING
OF THE SHOE
by

Tryouts for Drama
Tryouts for the first pimp of
the Speech and Drama 1936-57
season.
Shakespeare’s
"Much
Ado About Nothing," to be presented Oct. 28, 27 and Nov. 1-3.
are being held today at 4 p.m. In
the College Theater.
Miss Elizabeth Loeffler. play
director. said the comedy includes music and dancing and
that San Jose State fitudents
are eligible to tryout.

$8.95

New es fall semester .

,

V;ner’s bewitching new flats

--

will send you back to classes

WORK OF ART

riding

on a

cloud. In the season’s

by
newest colors ...

ART CLEANERS

budget.

398 E. Santa Clara

priced for

Styli shown,

grey, or besgue red

an academic

in carmello,

black,

all soft smooth

pearl

leathers.

SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS
OU R

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch
Nener
7th & E. Sant. ClarA

11A-A

Negro
have,

served as advisory coach with Dud
De Groot and Hubbard in 193f
and with Ben Winkleman in 1940.
Hubbard became head coach in
1946 and guided the Spartans tc
a four-year record of 36 wins,
tie and 11 losses. His teams won
two Raisin Bowl championships
lover Utah State and Texas Tech)
and three CCAA titles. Under Bob
Bronzan since 1950, the Spartans
have continued to make progress
t hrough slicceedingly stronger
schedules against teams of five
major conferences and independent teams of national prominence.

Coast independent ever to qualify

bY0UR CAMPUS

By SAL ORLANDO
Congratulatic.ns are in order to the legislature of the State of
Louisiana. Their passing of a bill banning all athletic contests within the confines of the state between Negro and white players will
go down in the annals of history along with the Chicago Black Sox
of 1919 and the City College of New York basketball team of 1949.
It was a brilliant. move. Just like cutting off your nose to spite
your face.
When that tainted piece of Ignorance was signed into law, major
intercollegiate and professional sports took the 10 count as far as
Louisiana is concerned.
The law affected only a few events. Louisiana State University and Tulane University are through as {maces among the
nation’s undergraduate teams. Honie-and-home series with sel
Ia
outside the deep South are lad of the question. The University of
Wisconsin already has cancelled a series aith LSI and the likelihood that Notre Dame oil! resume its series ss ith Tubule is buried.
The Mid-Winter Sports Association’s annual testis al of athletics
will bow out of the national limelight. The Sugar Bowl will be limited
In teams in the southern states. However. three of the four major
:onferences in the South, the Big Seven. the Atiaktie Coast a n d
the Southwest, all have contracts binding their eharnpions to appear
n either the Orange or Cotton Bowls.
The four-team basketball tournament, which drew such quin:eta as Holy Cross and St. Louis will be restricted to southern clubs
And good southern basketball teams are few and far between.
The track meet may be a thing of the past while the tennis
tournament also could be dead if the ILLS. Lawn Tennis Assn. withlraws sanction.
But then consider the plight of the Shreveport sports of Use
Texas League. Although the league extends through four southern
states, Louisiana is the only One O II the -foresight" to pass an
anti -mixed athletic contest bill
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